
 
 

To: SKGABC Certified Guides (and TRAK Pilots who qualify) 

You may remember the call for instructors and guides we put out earlier this year to help us with testing 

the TRAK 2.0. We received so many great applications, and the applicants who were selected to join the 

program gave us great feedback, resulting in the launch of the TRAK 2.0 crowdfunding campaign.  What 

you may not know is that the campaign was so successful that we sold out the first production run 

(hundreds of kayaks) in record time, and have begun taking orders for a second run. In fact, there has 

been so much demand for the TRAK 2.0 that we need some help.  

 

Which is why we’re expanding the TRAK Pilot program.  While all of our TRAK Pilots are avid paddlers, 

and enthusiastic ambassadors for the brand, they are not all certified instructors or guides, and frankly, 

we need guides and instructors in the Pilot program – especially in the USA and Canada (2/3rds of the 

orders have come from the USA and Canada). The demand for the TRAK 2.0, and our new TRAK 

Experience events and programs mean that there are more people than ever before who are interested 

in getting out on the water and learning more about paddling (and paddling the TRAK, specifically), and 

that means we have an amazing opportunity available for certified instructors and guides – the Level 2 

TRAK Pilot. 

 

You are receiving this email as an invitation to consider this opportunity for yourself, or for a member of 

your paddling network that you think may be a good fit for this initiative (as a sideline participation 

opportunity). You can read more below, or apply for the program here. Or call us here in Alberta to 

discuss ideas or collaboration opportunities you may be aware of. 

 

Membership in this exclusive team of selected kayakers from around the world will entail: 

• Assisting TRAK Kayaks – on your own schedule – to provide kayaking skills instruction to new 

and prospective TRAK owners, and demonstrate TRAK kayaks, both 1-on-1 and in group formats 

• Members of this team will have experience and passion in kayak touring / sea kayaking and 

would consider themselves strong in practical product ideas, especially in outfitting, tripping and 

kit used on the water, and in getting to kayak destinations 

•     Sharing your TRAK experience directly in person, via print/social media, or such other method 

that is authentically aligned with your lifestyle, to inspire potential paddlers into action.  You are 

encouraged to demonstrate TRAK products, facilitate a direct “on the water” experience with new 

TRAK customers that have purchased a product or, in your sole discretion, offer a test paddle of 

a TRAK product, either one-on-one, at a paddling event, or at a tradeshow.  

• Applicants must have certification and experience guiding or instructing 

• Applicants must own, have pre-ordered, or be willing to order, a TRAK 2.0 (or a 2.0 Upgrade kit 

for older model TRAKs) 

 

The benefits of being a TRAK Level 2 Pilot include: 

 

• The chance to get a first-run TRAK 2.0, at a special Pilot-only price (pay less, get it sooner) 
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• Earning amazing rewards, such as TRAK products, accessories, training and certifications, and 

paid trips to some of the best paddling locations in the world on TRAK tours (Palawan, Baja 

Peninsula, Vancouver Island, Europe) 

• Direct referrals of potential private clients, as an “Approved TRAK Instructor or Guide” 

• Invitation to attend one of the TRAK 2.0 Launch Parties around the world 

• The opportunity to lead small group events for TRAK owners and prospective TRAK owners and 

to prospect for private clients from the attendees 

• Access to exclusive TRAK-only training and skills progression camps and events 

• Being listed on the TRAK website as a certified instructor/guide and TRAK Pilot 

 

How does it work? 

Simple: You fill out the application, here.  Then we’ll set up an interview.  We want to make sure 

that you’re a fit for us, but also that we’re a fit for you.  If we’re a good match, we’ll get you 

outfitted with a TRAK 2.0 (or upgrade kit) – we have a special Pro Deal (including payment plan 

options, if necessary) just for Level 2 TRAK Pilots, to make it as easy as possible to get you the 

equipment you’ll need, without breaking the bank - then, we’ll get your picture and profile 

information from you. 

You’ll be on the TRAK website, listed as a Pilot and Instructor or Guide. TRAK will drive prospects to 

you for TRAK test paddles, as well as putting you at the front of small-group paddling and training 

sessions. You’ll also have the opportunity to be part of the “Booth Team” at various events and 

trade shows that TRAK attends, and be introduced to other great folks in the paddlesport industry, 

as well as new paddlers looking for an introduction to the sport.   

You don’t have to develop lesson plans or agendas for TRAK events – we provide all of that for you.  

You don’t have to build or implement marketing campaigns – TRAK sends the prospects directly to 

you. All of this is built to work around your schedule, to support your guiding/instructor practice, 

and supplement it, by introducing you to some of the hundreds of people who reach out to us every 

year, looking for quality instruction, dependable guides, and amazing equipment. 

What does being a Level 2 TRAK Pilot do for you? 

1) Build Credibility: Every other kayak instructor and guide has similar credentials (or should), so 

how do you stand out?  By letting people experience training with you.  As a TRAK Pilot, you’ll be 

referred to individuals looking to test out a TRAK, and they’ll get to experience 1-on-1 learning 

with you, as you show them the ins and outs of the TRAK 2.0.  As a Level 2 Pilot, you’ll also be 

given the opportunity to lead TRAK Discovery Days, and assist in TRAK’s Skills Progression 

Camps, where TRAK owners and prospective owners will be looking to you as the expert at the 

front of the group – including other TRAK Pilots (some of the most avid and vocal paddlers in the 

sport). 

 

2) Increase Profitability - Here are some statistics: Referrals are 4x more likely to buy than other 

prospects, and the lifetime value (repeat business) of a referred customer is 16% higher than 
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other customers.  As a Level 2 TRAK Pilot, you’ll have the opportunity to receive referrals from 

the TRAK website as well as directly from the TRAK sales team (and other Pilots). You’re also 

encouraged to promote your offerings at TRAK events – including Discovery Days, Launch 

Parties, and other events in which you’ll be featured as a leader and expert. On top of that, the 

TRAK team will be sharing your information on social media, and at any events we attend in 

your area.  We’re here to support you, as well as having you support us. 

 

3) Uplevel Your Skills – TRAK puts on several skills progression events and camps each year, 

designed to not only improve your skillset, but also to provide bucket-list experiences while 

doing so.  With accreditation from ACA, Paddle Canada, BCU and similar organizations around 

the world in the works, you’ll be able to keep your certifications up-to-date (or upgrade them) 

while enjoying once-in-a-lifetime opportunities. 

 

4) Additional Income Source(s) – As your relationship with TRAK grows, you may have 

opportunities to be contracted directly by TRAK to lead, guide, or serve as an instructor for 

unique, custom paddling experiences TRAK arranges for clients from time to time.  Additionally, 

you can earn commissions for sales made to new TRAK owners that you introduce to us. 

 

5) Get Support – TRAK Pilots have the opportunity to access support from TRAK and the Pilot 

community to reach goals and dreams that they might not, otherwise.  Whether that’s a bucket-

list paddling trip, launching (or expanding) a paddlesports-based business, charitable endeavors, 

mentorship, introduction to a personal hero, or anything else that moves you, TRAK is 

committed to working with our Pilots get them where they want to go. 

If you are certain this is an opportunity for you, please submit an application by January 20th, 2018. If 

this project sounds inspiring and interesting to you or if you have any questions, you can email me 

anytime.   

 

Best regards, 

 

 
Nolin (& the TRAK team) 

 

Nolin Veillard  
Founder & Managing Director  
Direct:  +1.403.723.0077 x3 

Canada Toll Free: 888.355-2925 x3  
nolin@trakkayaks.com  
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